UNIT 2 SETTING UP TEACHER PAGES
Teacher Material -- Unit 2

Setting Up

This unit includes vocabulary and phrases related to setting up the “front of the house,” the reception and dining areas. Begin by finding out which of the words your students already know. There are two vocabulary lists with photos. You may want to ask students to put a check beside the words they know and/or circle the words that are new.

Make sure to spend time demonstrating pronunciation of each word; students will need to recognize and correctly pronounce all of these words.

Language notes: “Pin spotting” refers to directing overhead lights toward certain areas of a room.

Certain types of linen at Cescaphe are referred to as “good” and “cheap.” Ask a contact person in the operations department to provide you with samples.

Recommended manipulatives: light bulb, good linen, cheap linen, trays (different sizes), tray jack, basket, coffee pitcher, water pitcher, silverware, cloth napkin (for polishing silverware)

Group Activities


Linking Here is a way to give your students practice with the flow of spoken English. American English speakers tend to link words within a sentence, particularly when one word ends with a consonant and the next word begins with a vowel. We also tend to link when one word ends with a consonant sound and the next word begins with the same (or very similar) consonant sound.

Compare: I need a napkin. I need a napkin.

place setting place setting

Model linking for your students in these sentences. Ask students to repeat after you.

This table is missing a place setting. I need to put a linen on that table.

It's time to put out the wedding cake. Should I help pour the coffee?
KEYS

Word List #1

12. basket  11. bread  14. chair  15 open door / closed door
3. cheap linen  2. chipped plate  4. good linen  16 pitchers
coffee on left / water on right
7. menu  8. place setting  1. plates  6. polish
5. silverware  13. table  10. trays  9. tray jack

Word List #2

9. bird cage  4. bar  2. cocktail room  3. dance floor
8. dessert display  10. ice sculpture  7. light bulb  6. lights (for pin spotting)
5. place card table  12. red carpet  1. stage  11. wedding cake